Ethics Clearance
Online Human and Animal Ethics
Management

Human and Animal Ethics
Management
ResearchMaster’s comprehensive Ethics Management System provides a complete solution for
tracking and managing all of your ethics related information.
Manage all of your human, animal and biosafety applications, reviews, approvals, and renewals digitally
through online forms and workflows that are easily configured to suit your business requirements.
Eliminate paper forms and allow researchers and reviewers to access the applications from anywhere,
fully tracking any changes to the applications over time.

Online Applications

Human Ethics

Simplify the ethics application process
by designing smart forms that ask the
right questions based on the answers
provided, and include mandatory
questions so that you capture all of
the information from the first
submission. Save time by allowing
applicants to submit amendments and
renewals for all of their existing
applications.

Capture and track all your human
ethics
clearance
requirements,
including conditions of approval and
outcomes. Automatically route the
applications through different review
and approval paths based on whether
the application is deemed to be low
or high risk. Link to related projects
and contracts and send automated
reminder emails and notifications.

Reviews and Approvals

Animal Ethics

Allocate applications to individual
reviewers, panels and committees so
they can review and provide approval
to applications online. Set up
committee and executive review
meetings, facilitate online pre-meeting
committee reviews, and report on all
review activities and outcomes.

Capture and track all your projects’
animal ethics clearance requirements,
including details on the 3Rs
(Replacement,
Reduction
and
Refinement) through mandatory
questions. Record animal details
including
numbers,
genders,
procedures, proposed usage and
disposal methods, along with the
involved personnel expertise, licence
and training details.
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